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Abstract. We survey some of our recent work on real-time path
planning and navigation of multiple autonomous agents in dynamic environments. The driving application of our work are real-time crowd
simulation for computer games, virtual environments, and avatar-based
online 3D social networks. We also present extensions to these methods for accelerating the overall simulation and for modeling more complex behaviors. Finally, we present some preliminary results from our
simulations.
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1

Introduction

Modeling of crowds, multiple agents and swarm-like behaviors has been widely
studied in computer graphics, robotics, architecture, physics, psychology, social
sciences, and civil and traﬃc engineering. Swarms and crowds, ubiquitous in
the real world from groups of humans to schools of ﬁsh, are vital phenomena
to understand and model. In this paper, we address the problems of collisionfree path computation for multiple independent agents moving in a dynamic
complex game environment and a closely related problem of local navigation
among multiple moving agents.
Agent-based techniques focus on modeling individual behaviors and intents.
They oﬀer many attractive beneﬁts, as they often result in more realistic and
detailed simulations. However, individuals constantly adjust their behavior according to dynamic factors (e.g. another approaching individual) in the environment. Therefore, one of the key challenges in a large-scale agent-based simulation
is global collision-free path planning for each virtual agent. The path planning
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problem can become very challenging for real-time applications with a large
group of moving agents, as each is a dynamic obstacle for others. Moreover,
there may be other dynamic obstacles in the scene, and the underlying applications cannot make any assumptions about their motion. Many prior techniques
are either restricted to static environments, or only perform local collision avoidance computations, or may not scale to complex environments with hundreds
of agents. The use of solely local methods can result in unnatural behavior or
“getting stuck” in local minima. As a result, it is important to combine them
with global methods in order to guarantee path convergence for each agent.
These problems tend to be more challenging in a dynamically changing scene
with multiple moving virtual agents.
We present several complementary approaches for path planning and navigation of multiple virtual agents in a dynamic environment. These methods
can be applied to interactive crowd simulation and coordination of multiple autonomous agents in computer games. These include (a) Multi-agent Navigation
Graph (MaNG) [37]; (b) Adaptive Elastic ROadmaps (AERO) [38]; and (c) navigation using Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles (RVO) [44]. Each of these methods
are suitable for various environments of diﬀerent characteristics. We also demonstrate how these algorithms can be accelerated by “Pedestrian Levels of Detail”
(PLODs) and extended to capture complex human behaviors using “Composite
Agents” (CA).

2

Related Work

In this section, we give a brief overview of prior work in this area.
Multiple Moving Entities: The problem of motion planning among multiple
agents moving simultaneously in an environment is challenging because of the
addition of the number of degrees of freedom which becomes large. The problem
was proved to be intractable [18]. It is a speciﬁc case of the general time-varying
motion planning problem. Two key approaches are known to address this problem: centralized and decoupled planning.
The centralized approaches [17,18] consider the sum of all the robots as a single
one. For that, conﬁguration spaces of individual robots are combined (using
Cartesian product) in a composite one, in which a solution is searched. As the
dimension of the composite space grows with the number of degrees of freedom
added by each entity, the problem complexity becomes prohibitively high.
Contrarily, the decoupled planners proceed in a distributed manner and coordination is often handled by exploring a coordination space, which represents
the parameters along each speciﬁc robot path. Decoupled approaches [34,45]
are much faster than centralized methods, but may not be able to guarantee
completeness.
Dynamic Environments: Evolving elements signiﬁcantly increase the difﬁculty of the motion planning problem. In fact, motion planning for a single disc with bounded velocity among rotating obstacles is PSPACE-hard [18].
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However, there have been many attempts to provide practical methods to cope
with changing environments. For example, Stentz et al. proposed the D* deterministic planning algorithm to repair previous solutions instead of re-planning
from scratch [15,35].
There are two main approaches for adapting randomized planners to dynamic
environments [10,19]. The ﬁrst one includes both PRMs and RRTs that reuse
previously computed information to aid in ﬁnding a new path [5,11,12,20]. The
second integrates obstacle motion directly into the planning process. Some variations plan directly in a C-space augmented with a time parameter [28].
Rather than changing the roadmap, other work on dynamic environments has
focused on adjusting or modifying the path. Potential ﬁeld planners use gradient
descent to move toward a goal, at a potential sink [14]. Building on these ideas,
several variation of dynamic changing or elastic roadmaps have been proposed
[8,29,46].
Agent Simulation and Crowd Dynamics: Modeling of collective behaviors has been heavily studied in many ﬁelds [9,13,23,32,36]. Simulation of multiple avatars agents and crowds have also been well studied in graphics and
VR [1,30,33,41,42]. They diﬀer based on problem decomposition (discrete vs
continuous), stochastic vs deterministic, etc.
Numerous approaches have been proposed using variants of agent-based methods, rule-based techniques, and social force models [4,22,24,25,26,31,39,43]. They
focus mainly on local planning of agents, and can exhibit emergent behaviors. Global methods using path planning algorithms have also been suggested
[2,6,16,27,33,40], but are mostly limited to static environments. More recently algorithms have been proposed to extend the roadmap-based methods to dynamic
environments and multiple agents [7,8,21,27,47] in relatively simple environments
with only a few entities. Hybrid methods that treat each agent as a particle in
a dynamical system combined with high-level planning can lead to instability
in the simulation or entrapment at local minima in the energy potential (See
examples discussed in [42]).

3

Multi-agent Navigation Graphs

We introduce a new data structure called “multi-agent navigation graph” or
MaNG and compute it eﬃciently using GPU-accelerated discrete Voronoi diagrams. Voronoi diagrams have been widely used for path planning computations
in static environments and we extend these approaches to dynamic environments. Voronoi diagrams encode the connectivity of the free space and provide
a path of maximal clearance for an agent from other obstacles. In order to use
them for multiple moving agents in a dynamic scene, prior approaches compute
the Voronoi diagram for each agent separately, treating the other agents and the
environment as obstacles. This approach can become very costly for large number of virtual agents. Instead, we compute the second order Voronoi diagram
of all the obstacles and agents, and show that the second order Voronoi diagram provides pairwise proximity information for all the agents simultaneously.
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Therefore, we combine the ﬁrst and second order Voronoi graphs to compute a
single MaNG which provides global path planning of multiple virtual agents.
We describe novel algorithm for computing the ﬁrst and second order diagrams of agents and obstacles using graphics hardware. In practice, our approach can handle environments with few hundred agents and obstacles in real
time. We make no assumption on the motion, and the computed path lies along
the Voronoi boundary, i.e. farthest from the obstacles. We also observe many
interesting and emergent behaviors based on our method [37].

4

Heterogeneous Crowd Simulations Using AERO

We present a new algorithm for real-time simulation of large-scale heterogeneous
crowds in complex dynamic environments. In his pioneering work, Gustave Le
Bon [3] deﬁned a heterogeneous crowd as consisting of many dissimilar types
of groups, each with potentially independent behavior characteristics and goals.
Examples include large exposition halls, wide festival arenas, busy urban street
scenes, etc. Real-time simulation of heterogeneous crowds is highly challenging
because pedestrian dynamics exhibits a rich variety of both independent and
collective eﬀects, such as lane formations, oscillations at bottlenecks, chemotaxis
and panic eﬀects.
Our approach is based on a novel concept called “Adaptive Elastic ROadmaps”
(AERO) [38]. It is a connectivity graph structure that is lazily computed using
a generalized crowd dynamics model. Speciﬁcally, we use a reactive roadmap
computation algorithm [8] that updates the links of the roadmap graphs using
a particle-based dynamics simulator. This algorithm includes path modiﬁcation,
addition and deletion of links, as well as multiple lane formations around each
link. Our dynamics model simultaneously captures macroscopic mutual interaction among multiple moving groups and microscopic local forces among individual pedestrians or agents. We use AERO to perform dynamic, global path
planning based on this force model. This approach has been successfully demonstrated in complex urban scenes, trade-shows as well as terrain scenarios with
multiple moving vehicles.

5

Navigation Using Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles

We also present another technique for local navigation. Our approach is decomposed into two levels. The higher-level deals with the global path planning
towards the goal using a precomputed roadmap [18], and the lower-level addresses local collision avoidance and navigation using Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles (RVO) [44]. We assume that the other agents are dynamic obstacles
whose future motions are predicted as linear extrapolations of their current velocities. RVO provides a principle to select a velocity for agent Ai and implicitly
assumes that the other agents Aj use similar collision avoidance reasoning. Informally speaking, this means that agent Ai does only half of the eﬀort to avoid a
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collision with agent Aj , and assumes that the other agent will take care of the
other half.
The Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle RV Oji (vj , vi ) of agent Aj to agent Ai is
deﬁned as the set consisting of all those velocities vi for Ai that will result in
a collision at some moment in time with agent Aj , if agent Aj chooses a velocity in its Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle as well. n other words, if Ai chooses its
velocity outside the Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle, Ai is guaranteed to avoid collisions with agent Aj , provided that Aj applies the same navigation algorithm,
and chooses a new velocity outside its Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle. As there are
multiple agents around, each agent computes its Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle as
the union of the Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles corresponding to the individual
agents, and selects a velocity outside this union to avoid collisions. Also, the Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle method is guaranteed to avoid oscillatory behavior of
the agents. This basic algorithmic framework can also incorporate kinodynamic
constraints, orientation, and visibility regions of each agents, etc.

6

Extensions

In this section, we present techniques to extend these methods for capturing
more complex behaviors and accelerate the overall simulations.
6.1

Modeling Complex Behaviors

We introduce the notion of composite agents to eﬀectively model diﬀerent avatar
behaviors for agent-based crowd simulation. Each composite agent consists of a
basic agent that is associated with one or more proxy agents. A proxy agent
possesses the same kind of external properties as an agent, i.e. if every agent’s
external property consists of the velocity, then the proxy agent must have its
own velocity as well. The values of these external properties, can be diﬀerent,
e.g. the proxy can possesses a velocity that is diﬀerent from anyone else. The
external properties of a proxy Pj is denoted as εj . The internal state ιj of a
proxy agent, however, need not be the same set of properties of the basic agent.
We also deﬁne that Pj has access to the internal state ιi of itsparent Ai . We
denote the set of all proxy agents being simulated as Proxies = i proxy(Ai )
This formulation allows an agent with given physical properties to exercise its
inﬂuence over other agents and the environment. Composite agents can be added
to most agent-based simulation systems and used to model emergent behaviors
among individuals. These behaviors include aggression, impatience, intimidation,
leadership, trailblazing and approach-avoidance conﬂict, etc. in complex scenes.
In practice, there is negligible overhead of introducing composite agents in the
simulation.
6.2

Accelerating Simulations

We can accelerate crowd simulation by using “Pedestrian Levels of Detail”
(PLODs). PLODs is a new hierarchical data structure based on Kd-tree
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Fig. 1. Multi-agent simulation using MaNG

Fig. 2. Real-time heterogeneous crowd simulation using AERO

selectively and dynamically computed. It is used to adaptively cluster agents
to accelerate large-scale simulation of heterogeneous crowds. Our formulation
is based on the observation and empirical validation in traﬃc engineering that
crowds exhibit self-organization in pedestrian ﬂows. Depending on their dynamic
states (e.g. walking speed, heading directions), spatial proximity, and behavior
characteristics, agents in heterogeneous crowds are adaptively grouped and subdivided into PLODs, thus reducing the overall computation of heterogeneous
crowd simulation.

7

Results

We demonstrate our approaches on several complex indoor and outdoor scenarios. In the ﬁrst scenario, we show that we can compute MaNG for real-time path
planning of 100 − 200 agents in real time (approx. 10 fps) in a small town environment (see Fig. 1). In the second scenario shown in Fig. 2, we illustrate the
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Fig. 3. Real-time Navigation using RVO. 250 agents form the word ‘I3D 2008’ on
the ﬁeld after entering the stadium; congestion develops near the stadium entrances.

performance of our real-time heterogeneous crowd simulation using AERO on
a exhibition Hall scene, consisting of 1, 000 pedestrians and 500 booths. Fig. 3
shows pedestrians crossing a street at four corners of crosswalks, demonstrating
“lane formation” that naturally emerges using RVO. Fig. 4 demonstrates a variety of behaviors generated using our novel framework of Composite Agents on
top of any agent-based simulation.
Each one of these methods have its advantages and limitations. The choice
of methods depends to some degree on the complexity of the simulation environments, the density of agents and their physical interactions, the diversity of
their behaviors, etc.

Fig. 4. Modeling of Complex Behaviors. Top row depicts an emergency evacuation
in an oﬃce building. The agents in red are aggressive agents. They are able to carve
their own way through the crowd and exit more quickly than the others. The bottom
row simulates a crowd of protesters outside an embassy. Two ﬁles of policemen clear the
protesters oﬀ the road. Notice that when forcing their way into the crowd, even if the
actual gap between the individual policemen is enough for a protest or to pass through,
the perceived continuity of authority prevents the protesters from breaking the barricade.
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Discussion

Among these methods, MaNG is better suited for a smaller scene with hundreds
of autonomous agents running on a desktop PC with a top-of-the-line GPU.
MaNG works well for all types of environments, including open outdoor terrains.
AERO runs at interactive rates for an environment with upto thousands of
agents. Some performance gain can be achieved by further exploiting GPUs to
compute the interaction forces among agents. AERO currently uses a physicsbased social force model. However, a more geometric, velocity-based local navigation method, such as RVO, can be used instead. AERO performs very well
for structured urban scenes and modestly well for open landscapes; while the
accompanying acceleration method, PLOD, achieves most gain on structured
landscapes.
Our current planner that uses RVO as a low-level collision avoidance module is
built upon a static, precomputed roadmap. This planning algorithm works best
for structured environments. The algorithm scales well as the number of cores
increases, thus highly parallelizable to run on many-core architectures, similarly
for composite agents.
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